A sports garment with a seat pad, in particular for cycling.

A sports garment, for example a cycling suit (2), comprises a seat pad (1) located in a crotch area (2A), the seat pad is attached to the garment in a front attachment region and in a rear attachment region of the seat pad, and a central portion (7) of the seat pad is free from attachment to the garment and forms as a loose portion in the inner crotch area of the garment; said attachment regions are made with attachment lines (5, 6) or several attachment points (8), made by stitching, glueing or other techniques.

Fig. 2
Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates a sports garment, in particular for cycling. The invention relates in particular to a sports garment such as cycling trousers, with a seat pad in the crotch area, and to a technique for fixing said seat pad to the garment.

Prior Art

[0002] Known cycling trousers are equipped with a seat pad made of a soft material for protection of perineal and/or ischiatic parts of the body, which are in contact with the saddle of the bicycle and may cause discomfort or pain during intensive use. According to the prior art, said seat pad usually comprise a plurality of layers of soft materials, capable of damping bumps and fatigue stresses, and fabric layers in contact with the skin.

[0003] EP-A-12699873 discloses trousers for cyclists with a seat pad in the form of an insert which is composed of a base layer of expanded material and an elastic fabric in contact with the body of the user.

[0004] EP-A-1430797 discloses sports trousers and shorts with protective lining consisting of a piece of lining or seat panel lining, the shorts being manufactured from an elastic woven or knitted fabric and the lining consisting of an elastic soft material, where the lining is attached to the elastic woven or knitted fabric of the shorts at selected points distributed along the edge of the lining.

[0005] In the manufacture of cyclist trousers, there is a continuous effort to improve the performance and comfort of the seat pad, especially for intensive use. In particular, adaptation and close fit to the body as well as proper support of the perineal area of the user are two of the most important requirements of a cycling suit.

Summary of the invention

[0006] The aim of the invention is to still improve the comfort of the soft pad of a sports or cycling trousers and ability to follow the pedalling movement while maintaining a satisfying padding action.

[0007] These aims are reached with a skin-tight sports garment according to claim 1, comprising at least a portion acting as trousers and a seat pad located in a crotch area, the seat pad seat pad comprising a front attachment region to the garment and a rear attachment region to the garment, a central portion of the seat pad being free from attachments to the garment and thus forming a loose bridge portion of the seat pad in the inner crotch area of the garment.

[0008] Said front attachment region and rear attachment region are the sole attachments between the seat pad and the crotch area of the garment. Hence, the loose bridge portion, which connects a front portion and a rear portion of the seat pad, is substantially free to move relative to the skin-tight garment, and in particular relative to the trousers and crotch area.

[0009] Either of said front attachment region and rear attachment region may comprise at least a continuous attachment line and/or a plurality of attachment points, i.e. the attachment(s) between the seat pad and trousers may be either in a distributed or localized form. In embodiments with a plurality of attachment points, said points are preferably evenly spaced. Mixed embodiments are also possible with one attachment region made with a continuous joining line and the other attachment region made with a plurality of attachment points.

[0010] The attachment line(s) or attachment points may be for example in the form of stitching, glueing or made with other techniques such as thermal welding. Any attachment technique which is per se known could be used to realize the attachment lines or points, according to embodiments of the invention.

[0011] The loose bridging portion of seat pad is delimited by ends of the front attachment region and rear attachment region, either realized as continuous line or plurality of attachment points. Preferably, the distance between a left or right point of the front attachment region and a correspondingly left or right end of the rear attachment region is at least 5 cm to allow the loose-fitting effect of the bridging portion of the seat pad. Said distance is measured on the projection of the seat pad on a line parallel to a longitudinal median axis of the seat pad, as above.

[0012] In the embodiments of the invention featuring a plurality of attachment points, namely a first plurality of attachment points between the trousers and the front region of the seat pad, and a second plurality of attachment points between the trousers and the rear region of the seat pad, the above preferred minimum distance is measured between a left or right end attachment point of the front region and a correspondingly left or right end attachment point of the rear region.

[0013] The front part and/or the rear part of the seat pad may have a concave shell shape is suitable for making the sports trousers more anatomical and wearable.

[0014] Details of the seat pad can be realized according to several techniques which are known per se. The seat pad is realized with a soft material and may comprise for example one or more soft sponge elements inserted in a fabric pocket.

[0015] The advantage of the invention is that the seat pad is securely attached to the garment by the front and rear attachment regions, i.e. the seat pad remains adherent to the garment in the crucial front/rear crotch regions where the body needs the maximum of padding effect. The loose central region, however, increases the comfort and ability to precisely follow the movements of the body. In particular, the front and rear regions of the seat pad are made virtually independent from each other, though being part of the same seat pad. In a cycling suit or trousers, for example, the skin-tight trousers can better fit and follow the alternate movement of the legs while...
pedalling without being impaired by the presence of the soft pad inside; the seat pad can freely twist under the pedalling action, since only the front and rear portions are secured to the trousers, while the central, bridging portion remain substantially free. Hence, the soft pad is also able to offer better adaptation to the body and especially a better support for male genitals.

The invention is based on the finding that a best performance is achieved without joining the seat pad along its entire perimeter with a continuous attachment line or several attachment points, e.g. stitching or welding points, close together. It has been found that leaving a substantially free, loose bridge portion of the seat pad, between the front and rear regions attached to the cycling trousers, has an advantageous effect.

It should be noted that the term of sports garment as used in this description may encompass a garment consisting of shorts or long trousers, or a garment comprising a trousers portion, e.g. an integral body. More in detail, the term of cycling garment is directed to a wear item suitable for use in the sport of cycling, like for example shorts or long trousers, overalls, tights body suit and similar. The term seat pad is used to identify the item suitable for use in the sport of cycling, like for example shorts or long trousers, overalls, tights body suit and similar. The term seat pad is used to identify the item suitable for use in the sport of cycling, like for example shorts or long trousers, overalls, tights body suit and similar.

Another aspect of the invention is a method for making a sports garment such as a cycling suit, the garment comprising at least a portion acting as trousers, the method comprising the steps of attaching a seat pad to a crotch area of said garment, the method being characterized in that a front portion of the seat pad is attached to the suit, and a rear portion of the seat pad is attached to the suit, leaving a central portion of the seat pad, between said front and rear regions, free from attachment to said suit, thus leaving a loose bridge portion of the seat pad in the inner crotch area of the garment.

These and further advantages of the invention will be elucidated with the following detailed description of indicative and not limiting examples.

Detailed description

Fig. 1 shows a seat pad 1 which is attached to the crotch area 2A of a skin-tight garment, in the example cycling trousers 2. The seat pad 1 is attached inside the cycling trousers 2 and is indicated by the dotted lines of Fig. 1. In equivalent (not shown) embodiments the inventive garment may have a different form, e.g. a cycling suit, comprising at least a portion acting as trousers.

Preferably the seat pad 1 has anatomical shape. More preferably, the front portion 3 and eventually the rear portion 4 of the seat pad 1 are formed with a shell concave shape.

The cycling trousers 2 are made preferably with an elastic woven or knitted fabric and the pad 1 is preferably made with a soft material and more preferably with a soft material which is elastic in all directions.

Only a front portion 3 and a rear portion 4 of the seat pad 1 are attached to the trousers 2. Referring to the embodiment of Fig. 2, the front portion 3 of the seat pad 1 is attached to the trousers 2 along a front attachment line 5 which in the example is a stitching line but could be made with another technique, e.g. thermal welding or glueing, according to several embodiments of the invention. The rear portion 4 of the seat pad is attached to the trousers 2 along a rear attachment line 6 which is preferably, but not necessarily, made with the same technique of front attachment line 5. Line M is a crotch median line of the seat pad 1. Preferably the seat pad is symmetrical with respect to said line M.

Since the only joining means between the seat pad 1 and the trousers 2 are the above front and rear attachment lines 5, 6, the remaining portion of the seat pad forms a loose bridging portion 7. As best seen in the cross section of Fig. 5, the central bridging portion 7 of the seat pad 1 is free from attachments to the trousers 2, so that said bridging portion 7 is a loose part which is substantially free to move in the middle of crotch area 2A of the trousers 2, leaving an air gap 10 between the surface of the trousers 2 and the seat pad itself. The surface denoted with 7a is the inner surface which, during the use, is in contact with the user.

The figure shows a preferred embodiment where the seat pad 1 comprises a layer of a soft material 12 inserted between fabric layers 13 and 14.

Another embodiment is shown in Fig. 3, where there are a first plurality of attachment points 8 between the trousers 2 and the front region 3 of the seat pad 1, and a second plurality of attachment points 9 between the trousers 2 and the rear region 4 of the same seat pad. Also said attachment points 8, 9 may be made as stitching points, glueing or welding points, or with other suitable techniques.
The loose bridging portion is delimited by left and right ends of the attachment regions of the seat pad. In embodiments of Figs. 2 and 3, the loose portion is delimited by ends of attachment lines 5, 6 (Fig. 2) or by left and right end attachment points such as points 8A, 9A and 8B, 9B (Fig. 3).

According to further preferred embodiments of the invention, a distance between the ends of the attachment regions is at least 5 cm and preferably 5 to 10 cm. Said distance is taken on the projection of the generally curvilinear edge 11 of the seat pad 1 on the median line M or a line parallel to said median line M, the seat pad and trousers being unstretched (i.e. not deformed). For example, Fig. 4 shows a multi-point embodiment as in Fig. 3, with indication of said distance D, taken between the front right end attachment point 8B and the corresponding rear right end attachment point 9B. The same preferred distance is maintained between the left ends 8A, 9A. The above is equally applicable to the attachment-line embodiment of Fig. 2, the distance D being measured in the same manner between the ends of the attachment lines 5 and 6, e.g. between the points 5B and 6B on the right side.

No attachment point between the seat pad and the trousers is made in the central region corresponding to the bridging portion, namely between the ends of said attachment lines 5, 6 or between the end attachment points 8A, 9A and 8B, 9B.

Claims

1. A skin-tight sports garment comprising at least a portion acting as trousers and a seat pad located in a crotch area (2A) of the garment, the seat pad comprising a front attachment region to the garment and a rear attachment region to the garment, a central portion of the seat pad being free from attachments to the garment and thus forming a loose bridge portion of the seat pad in the inner crotch area of the garment.

2. A garment according to claim 1, the front attachment region and/or the rear attachment region between the seat pad and the garment comprising a continuous attachment line.

3. A garment according to claim 1, the front attachment region and/or the rear attachment region between the seat pad and the garment comprising a plurality of attachment points.

4. A garment according to claim 1, said attachment points in the front and/or rear attachment region being evenly spaced each other.

5. A garment according to any of claims 2 to 4, said attachment line(s) or attachment points being made by stitching, gluing or thermal welding the seat pad to the inner of the garment.

6. A garment according to any of claims 1 to 4, the distance (D) between a left end or right end (5B, 8B) of the front attachment region and a correspondingly left or right end (6B, 9B) of the rear attachment region is at least 5 cm, said distance being taken on the projection of the contour of the seat pad on a line parallel to a longitudinal median axis (M) of the seat pad, when the garment and the seat pad are unstretched.

7. A garment according to claim 5, said left end and right end of the attachment regions being the ends of continuous attachment lines (5, 6), or the left and right end attachment points of respective plurality of front and rear attachment points (8) between the seat pad and the garment.

8. A garment according to any of the preceding claims, a front portion (3) and/or a rear portion (4) of the seat pad having a concave shell shape suitable for making the garment more anatomical and wearable.

9. A garment according to any of the preceding claims, the garment being a cycling suit or cycling trousers.

10. A method for making a sports garment such as a cycling suit, the garment comprising at least a portion acting as trousers, the method comprising the steps of attaching a seat pad to a crotch area (2A) of said garment, the method being characterized in that a front portion (3) of the seat pad is attached to the suit, and a rear portion (4) of the seat pad is attached to the suit, leaving a central portion (7) of the seat pad, between said front and rear regions, free from attachment to said suit, thus leaving a loose bridge portion of the seat pad in the inner crotch area of the garment.
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